[The effect of various substituents, joined through the 5'- and 3'-ends of the primer, initiating properties during the polymerization reaction, catalyzed by AMV-revertase].
We investigated the interaction of AMV reverse transcriptase and Klenow fragment with oligonucleotide derivatives carrying different 3'- or 5'-terminal reactive groups. It was shown that the attachment of phenazinium, ethidium, and daunomycin residues to the 5'-terminal phosphate stabilized the enzyme template primer complexes, while cholesterol and hemin residues generally decreased their stability. The increased stability in solution correlated to a certain extent with the increase in affinity of the modified primers to the enzyme template complex. Coupling of bulky R residues to the primers had a weak effect on the maximal rate of primer conversion, which is likely to be a result of the lack of strong contacts between the substituents and the enzyme, and steric obstacles hindering translocation of the primer enzyme complex. We analyzed the inhibitory effect of 23 oligonucleotide derivatives (both complementary and noncomplementary to the template) with modified 3'- and 5'-ends, and revealed several analogs inhibiting polymerization catalyzed by AMV reverse transcriptase by 70-100% at 0.1-1 microM concentrations of the reagents.